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Optical Molasses Loaded From a Low-Velocity
Intense Source of Atoms: An Atom Source

for Improved Atomic Fountains
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Abstract—We demonstrate the efficient capture of cesium atoms
from a low-velocity intense source (LVIS) of atoms into an optical
molasses. The high load rates that are achievable with the tech-
nique can potentially improve the stability of and reduce collisional
shifts in atomic fountain clocks. An LVIS is an atomic beam cre-
ated from a small hole in one of the retroreflectors in an otherwise
ordinary magnetooptical trap (MOT). Our typical LVIS flux was
1010 atoms/s. The asymptotic value for the number of atoms cap-
tured in the optical molasses was 1.1(1) 109 atoms, and the fill
time constant was = 290(30) ms. The initial molasses fill rate
was =0 = 3.8(5) 106 atoms/ms. At this rate, it would re-
quire 24 ms to capture and launch 107 state-selected atoms in an
atomic fountain. The fill rate at short times indicates that approx-
imately 40% of the LVIS atoms were being captured in the optical
molasses.

Index Terms—Atomic beams, atomic clocks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE accuracy of primary frequency standards is limited by
the uncertainties in the corrections of systematic frequency

shifts. In the laser-cooled cesium atomic fountain NIST-F1, the
limiting systematic uncertainties arise from corrections for the
blackbody radiation shift and the spin-exchange shift. The next-
generation fountain clock, NIST-F2, is being designed to reduce
the size of these shifts and their related uncertainties [1].

To meet our goals of achieving an ultimate frequency inaccu-
racy of 10 , the uncertainty of all of the systematic
frequency shifts have to be reduced to well below the level of

10 . The largest uncertainty arises from the blackbody
shift, and the size of that shift will be reduced for NIST-F2 by
cooling the fountain microwave cavities and interrogation re-
gion to liquid nitrogen temperature. At a fractional frequency
uncertainty of 1.5 10 , the uncertainty arising from cor-
recting the spin exchange shift is presently the second largest
in NIST-F1 [2]. Our efforts at reducing the uncertainty of the
spin-exchange shift is the issue addressed here.

The primary frequency standard NIST-F1 is described in
detail in [3]. Here, we describe the fountain operation only
briefly. The relevant Cs transitions are indicated in the
energy-level diagram in Fig. 1. The basic idea is that atoms
from a Cs oven are collected in an optical molasses and
launched upward with a velocity of about 4 m/s in a moving
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Fig. 1. Energy-level diagram for Cs. (Not to scale.) The fountain
interrogates the ground-state hyperfine splitting at �9.2 GHz. The
6 S ! 6 P optical transitions indicated by broken arrows are at
a wavelength of �852 nm.

molasses. The atoms are initially distributed in all magnetic
sublevels of the 4 hyperfine ground state (nine levels).
The ball of atoms first travels through a state-selection cavity
where it is exposed to a pulse of microwave radiation tuned to
the clock transition. The remaining

atoms are then removed from the sample with a
pulse of light resonant with the transition. While
in flight, the ball of state-selected atoms is exposed to two
pulses of microwave radiation—once while traveling upward
through the Ramsey microwave cavity, and again on the way
down through the same cavity. Then the transition probability
is measured, and a subsequent ball of atoms is launched.
The Ramsey interrogation occurs during the full time interval
between microwave pulses.

With some minor variations in the details, this paradigm for
the fountain mode of operation has been the standard approach
for development of atomic fountains around the world, with the
notable exceptions of a juggling Rb fountain [4] and a contin-
uous-beam fountain that is under development [5].

This paper describes a continuation of work on the mul-
tiple-velocity fountain concept first proposed [6] and subse-
quently experimentally investigated [7] by Levi and coworkers.
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Fig. 2. Calculated trajectories for a multitoss scheme. The positions of the
Ramsey cavity and the detection zone are shown as dashed and dotted lines,
respectively. For this example, ten balls of atoms were launched at 35-ms
intervals. The highest ball had an initial velocity of 6.4 m/s.

The method effectively reduces the density of the atomic
sample by nearly an order of magnitude, and reduces the size
of the spin-exchange shift by a comparable factor. The total
atom number is maintained, and thus the fountain stability is
not significantly compromised. The idea is to launch many
balls in rapid succession, with each ball having a fraction of the
number of atoms required to reach the target stability. Atom
balls launched later in the sequence have lower apogees, such
that no ball ever crosses paths with any other ball during the
Ramsey interrogation. All balls meet in the detection zone and
are detected simultaneously, thus reducing the significance of
technical noise. Calculated trajectories for such a scheme of
launching ten balls per measurement are shown in Fig. 2.

The multiple-velocity launch method relies on a high fill rate
for the optical molasses. The optical molasses that was used for
the initial demonstration of the multiple velocity fountain [7]
was loaded from a Cs oven, which consisted of a conflat copper
tube adapter containing cesium that was sealed closed. The tube
of 1-cm diameter was positioned such that its axis intersected
the molasses region and it was heated to 40 C. In this system,
the fill rate was limited to 1.6 10 atoms/ms at short times
[8]. At this rate, it takes over 50 ms to load sufficient atoms to
produce a sample of 10 state-selected atoms. We would like to
load at least that many atoms in about 25 ms.

A low-velocity intense source (LVIS) of atoms [9] is a com-
pact, high-flux, atomic beam source. A schematic drawing of
an LVIS apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. The feature that distin-
guishes an LVIS apparatus from a standard magnetooptical trap
(MOT) is the gold-coated quarter-wave plate with a hole drilled
through its center that is used in place of one of the MOT beam
retroreflectors. The hole casts a shadow through the MOT, cre-
ating an imbalance in the scattering rate from the forward- and
backward-traveling laser beams. This creates a net force that ac-
celerates the cold atoms through the hole and out of the trap. An
LVIS of Rb atoms [9], [10] typically exhibits an atomic flux
of order 10 /s, a tunable axial velocity of order 15 m/s with
a narrow velocity spread of order 2 m/s, and transverse veloc-
ities of order 5 cm/s. Studies with cesium atoms have demon-

Fig. 3. Schematic drawing of the LVIS apparatus. A third pair of MOT laser
beams perpendicular to the plane of the figure is not shown.

Fig. 4. Molasses capture force. The curve was calculated for a 1-D optical
molasses with detuning 2.5 and a saturation parameter I=I = 5, where
I is the saturation intensity.

strated similar performance but with somewhat lower axial ve-
locity (5–10 m/s), owing to the greater atomic mass of Cs
[11].

With these properties, an LVIS is an ideal source for loading
atoms into an optical molasses [12]. The capture force for typ-
ical values of the laser intensity and detuning in an optical mo-
lasses is shown versus the atomic velocity v in Fig. 4. For suffi-
ciently large detuning, the capture force is peaked at a velocity
of , where is the laser detuning from the atomic res-
onance and k is the wavevector of the laser light. The intensity
of the molasses beams determines the magnitude of the capture
force. The low velocity and narrow velocity distribution of an
LVIS beam combined with the molasses capture force versus
velocity suggest that it should be possible to achieve a capture
efficiency of nearly 100% for a beam of LVIS atoms into an op-
tical molasses if sufficient laser power is available for the mo-
lasses beams.

Our primary objective for loading the molasses from an LVIS
beam is the increased load rate. A bonus for reducing the mo-
lasses loading time is a reduction in dead time of fountain op-
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Fig. 5. Apparatus. For simplicity, the molasses and MOT beams are shown as
cylinders protruding through the vacuum flanges. The scale is indicated by the
10-cm bar on the lower right.

eration. Even for a fountain running in the standard single-ball
launch mode, reduction of the dead time between interrogations
improves the stability directly by reducing the cycle time. The
stability degradation arising from the Dick effect [13] is also
minimized by reducing the dead time.

Another advantage of loading a molasses from an LVIS is the
tremendous gain in differential pumping ability. The thermal
cesium source in an LVIS is far from the sensitive part of the
vacuum system where background collisions are to be avoided,
and the vacuum system can even be designed such that the
MOT chamber is connected to the fountain vacuum system
only through the 0.5-mm diameter hole in the LVIS mirror
through which the LVIS beam emerges. All of the cesium atoms
that reach the molasses region are within the velocity range of
being captured, thus there is relatively little ballistic cesium
in the interrogation and detection regions, where it can limit
the lifetime of the vacuum system, and it can generate excess
scattered light into the detection system.

It should be noted that the generation of slow atomic beams
is of considerable interest. A related review by Noh and Jhe
presents an extensive section on the production of cold atomic
beams [14].

II. APPARATUS

A gold-coated quarter-wave plate of 5-cm diameter and with
a hole of 0.5-mm diameter drilled through its center served as
one of the MOT retroreflectors, and was mounted inside of the
vacuum chamber in a custom 70-mm six-way cube cross at the
right end of the apparatus, as shown in Fig. 5. To accommo-
date this custom optic in the vacuum chamber, a 114-mm con-
flat flange was welded flush against one of the cube faces. To
maximize the MOT load rate, the MOT trapping beams had
a diameter of 2 cm . This required the use of large-di-
ameter (5-cm) polarizing optics. There were no magnetic-field
trim coils on the MOT chamber. Instead, the anti-Helmholz coils
were mounted to an x, y, z translation stage and the coils were
moved to locate the trap center properly with respect to the
shadow cast by the hole.

The atomic beam emerging through the hole in the gold-
coated waveplate was measured and optimized in the LVIS de-
tection chamber located 22 cm downstream from the MOT. A
1-mm-thick standing-wave light sheet tuned to the

cycling transition served as the detection beam. Re-
pump light tuned to the transition was
overlapped with the detection light. The fluorescence was de-
tected using a photodiode with a collection efficiency of 1.5
10 and amplified. This signal was fed to a lock-in amplifier.
The fluorescence signal was modulated by chopping the repump
light with a shutter. When the LVIS flux was maximized, it was
possible to see the LVIS fluorescence from the detection beam
with an infrared viewer, but lock-in detection was needed for
optimization, since there were too many degrees of freedom to
find the optimum settings by eye. When we initially found the
LVIS signal, it was a few orders of magnitude weaker than when
it was eventually optimized with 10 atoms in the detection
beam.

The custom molasses vacuum chamber was built in the
(1, 1, 1) geometry, which will allow for operation in the
multiple-velocity fountain mode, since none of the molasses
beams travel along the axis of the fountain drift tube (see
Fig. 5). Laser light red-detuned from the
cycling transition was provided to the molasses through three
fiber collimators that produced 1.0-cm diameter beams.
Those beams were retro-reflected through quarter-wave plates
to produce a lin lin polarization arrangement.

For most of the measurements, atoms collected in the mo-
lasses were dropped and detected 25 cm below the center of
the molasses chamber. The atoms fell through a standing wave
light sheet that was 1-mm thick and resonant with the cycling
transition, and their fluorescence was focused by a compound
lens onto a photodiode (PD) with a high-gain amplifier. The de-
tector was oriented perpendicular to the direction of propagation
of the detection beams. We had difficulty obtaining an absolute
load rate with this method because the atoms fell through a long
graphite tube on their way to the detection zone, and a large
fraction of the atom ball was skimmed off during the fall. The
background pressure was also relatively high, and so at least
half of the atoms were lost from collisions with background gas
before they reached the detection zone. Because of these diffi-
culties, the PD signal was calibrated by measuring the absolute
number of atoms loaded into the molasses with two charge-cou-
pled device (CCD) cameras that imaged the molasses directly.
The camera responses were calibrated with a weak laser beam
of known power, and the results from the different cameras were
consistent.

III. LVIS CHARACTERIZATION

The typical LVIS flux was 10 atoms/s. The optics did not
require extensive realignment from day to day as long as the
anti-Helmholz MOT coils were allowed to heat up completely,
since thermal drifts were significant.

The required MOT field gradient was typical for a large MOT.
The anti-Helmholz coils were coaxial with the LVIS beam and
with the strong axis of the MOT trap. The LVIS flux began to
saturate when the field gradient along the strong(weak) axis was
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Fig. 6. LVIS signal versus laser detuning from resonance. The detuning is
measured in linewidths.

70(35) mT/m. The total power required for the MOT beams was
100 mW.

As observed by Lu et al. [9], we observed that the LVIS
flux was linear in MOT beam intensity up to a point, and at
higher intensity, the LVIS signal saturated. The MOT beam in-
tensity where the signal saturated was 10 mW/cm per beam
for our experiment, and 40 mW/cm as measured by Lu and
coworkers. For our experiment, the total laser power needed to
reach saturation was 100 mW.

Considerable interest was generated by a study [15] that com-
pared the performance of an LVIS, a two-dimensional (2-D)-
MOT, and a 2-D -MOT at much lower available laser power
than was used in the original LVIS demonstration. The study
used a total laser power of 34 mW and observed an LVIS flux
of 3 10 atoms/s, whereas the peak flux for the 2-D -MOT
configuration was nearly 10 for the same laser power. We ob-
served an order of magnitude higher LVIS flux for the same laser
power of 34 mW, which indicates that the LVIS technique may
not compare as badly with the 2-D-MOT technique as was ini-
tially thought [15].

One difference between our LVIS implementation and those
performed previously [9], [10] is that we observe the peak flux
at a detuning of about , whereas Lu et al. [9] observed the
peak flux for Rb atoms at a detuning of over , where
is the linewidth of the optical transition. Our flux versus de-
tuning curve is shown in Fig. 6. Their flux versus detuning curve
was about four times broader than what we observed. Wang
and Buell [11] also observed a very broad flux versus detuning
curve, and like us, they studied Cs atoms. One difference be-
tween our measurements and these previous studies is that our
LVIS beam escaped on the strong axis of our trap, whereas their
LVIS beam escaped along one of the two weak axes. This affects
how quickly the LVIS atoms are Zeeman-shifted out of reso-
nance as they leave the trap. In our experiment, the atoms are
shifted out of resonance twice as quickly. This experimental de-
tail could make our LVIS beam less sensitive to deflection from
intensity imbalances in the MOT beams. Interestingly, Cam-
poseo and coworkers observed nearly exactly the same detuning

Fig. 7. Number of atoms captured in the optical molasses versus fill time. The
N-axis has been calibrated with camera data. The error bars are errors estimated
from the typical shot-to-shot variations in the load rate. Each individual
point represents a single measurement. The error bars represent statistical
uncertainties alone—calibration errors of the detection system could be larger,
but are the same for all measurements.

dependence for the number of trapped cesium atoms in a pyra-
midal funnel configuration [16] as we observed for the LVIS
flux.

The laser detuning that maximizes the number of trapped
atoms in a MOT is . We suspect that the reason that our
flux was peaked closer to resonance is that the pressure on the
MOT side of the LVIS mirror could have been as high as 10
mbar for our experiment. A detuning closer to resonance results
in a LVIS beam of higher velocity [9], [10], and thus the atoms
spend less time in the region that has a higher collision rate. We
did not measure the velocity of the LVIS beam directly, but in
the next section, we infer the beam velocity based on the char-
acterization of the optical molasses.

IV. OPTICAL MOLASSES CHARACTERIZATION

The molasses fill rate was very sensitive to the molasses de-
tuning, the optimum value of which was . The simulation
of the one-dimensional (1-D) molasses capture force shown in
Fig. 2 is based on the actual molasses parameters. Based on the
modeled capture force and the measured detuning sensitivity of
the fill rate, one can deduce that the velocity of the LVIS beam
was 11 m/s, which is consistent with the measurements of
Wang and Buell [11] for our experimental parameters.

The number of molasses atoms measured as a function of load
time is shown in Fig. 7. The fill curve was fit to

. The fit parameters were 1.1(1) 10 atoms and
290(30) ms. The fill rate at short times gives the relevant fill

rate of atoms/ms. At this rate, it would
require 24 ms to capture and launch 10 state-selected atoms.
This loading rate is over two orders of magnitude larger than
the loading rate for the optical molasses on our atomic fountain
NIST-F1, which is loaded from a cesium oven. The total number
of molasses atoms saturated at an intensity corresponding to

. A higher intensity was required when the alignment of the
molasses beams was not optimized. The fill rate at short times
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implies that 40% of the LVIS atoms was being captured in the
optical molasses.

The lifetime of the atoms in the molasses is 310(20) ms,
which is about the same as the molasses fill rate. The decay time
constant was measured by starting with a full molasses and then
turning off the repump light to the MOT, which extinguishes the
LVIS beam. The molasses was then held for some time before
the number of remaining molasses atoms was measured. We at-
tribute this decay mechanism to background collisions, since
the diffusion time constant for an optical molasses is typically
two orders of magnitude longer [12]. Background collisions re-
duce the apparent atom fill rate because some of the atoms that
are captured in the molasses are lost through collisions before
they are measured. Assuming that when a molasses atom col-
lides with an atom from the background gas, it is scattered out
of the molasses; if there were no background collisions, the fill
rate would be two times higher than what we have observed,
which would suggest that we capture 80% of the LVIS atoms
instead of 40%. In any case, the level of agreement between the
captured number and the LVIS flux is within the calibration un-
certainties (50%) of the LVIS detection system. The observed
lifetime is consistent with a background gas pressure of 4 10
mbar, which agrees with the pressure we find based on the cur-
rent readings on the ion pump controllers (a few microamperes).
This relatively high pressure for this system is understood and
is the result of leaks caused by damage during transport of the
apparatus. We are in the process of fixing this problem.

The optical molasses was not spherical, but was somewhat
misshapen. We believe that the shape of the molasses was lim-
ited by the optics, and we cannot yet say how the asymmetric
loading from the LVIS affects the molasses shape.

V. DISCUSSION

A major challenge for NIST-F2 will be our goal for the reduc-
tion of the uncertainty in the spin exchange shift while achieving
the stability level required to meet our goal of 1 10 for
the combined total fractional uncertainty. We would like to op-
erate the fountain most of the time with a stability of
1 10 . In our most recent NIST-F1 accuracy evaluation
[2], while operating with a stability of 6 10 ,
we achieved an inaccuracy in the correction for the spin-ex-
change shift of 1.5 10 . The fountain stability is inversely
proportional to , where is the number of atoms detected
at the end of a fountain cycle.

To meet our operational stability goal of
1 10 for NIST-F2, we need to increase by
almost a factor of 40 while we decrease the spin-exchange shift
uncertainty by at least a factor of three. The huge atom load
rates accessible with an LVIS will greatly expand the dynamic
range of densities for atomic fountain operation, so achieving
the factor of 40 increase in should be possible. With the
large load rates, we will be able to launch ten balls of atoms per
cycle, so the atom number per ball will be increased from the
typical number launched in NIST-F1 by a factor of four.

To control the size of the spin-exchange shift, for NIST-F2
we will increase the volume of the atom balls by about a factor
of three over the ball volume currently used for NIST-F1. We

have experience with the advantages of launching larger balls in
NIST-F1. Recently, we achieved a factor of three reduction of
the spin-exchange uncertainty over previous evaluations mostly
by increasing the horizontal molasses beam size such that the
molasses volume was larger and the density was correspond-
ingly lower for a given stability. In NIST-F1, the size of the
up/down laser beams is restricted by the 1-cm aperture in the
microwave cavities, so we could not increase the size of the
two molasses beams that propagate along the flight tube. In
NIST-F2, none of the molasses beams travel along the flight
tube, and we expect to be able to increase the molasses volume
by about an additional factor of two. We will also increase the
aperture size in the microwave cavities from 10 mm to 12.5 mm
so that fewer atoms are clipped in flight. The increase in total
ball volume awarded with larger beams and cavity apertures
means that the overall increase in the density required to meet
our stability goal will be about 30%.

We will also be able to reduce the size of the relative error in
the spin-exchange shift correction by a significant factor since
we will be able to run at higher densities during the accuracy
evaluation. For NIST-F1, the uncertainty of the spin-exchange
shift is 28% of the total shift, and we are able to vary the density
for the evaluation of the shift by a factor of five. With NIST-F2,
we will have a better handle on the shift’s density dependence
since we will be able to evaluate the shift over a five times larger
density range. With this longer baseline for extrapolating to zero
density, we expect to reduce the uncertainty of the correction by
a factor of five, which would put us below the 3 10 level
for the spin-exchange uncertainty.
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